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Editor's letter
Welcome to VIEWTIES, a digital magazine written for the fans, the
talent, and the art lovers who loyally read every issue. Each month, we
select and organize features that will resonate with you and will inspire
your self-welling journey. We hope to facilitate the connection between
you and your favourite artists, find the beauty behind the lens and hope
that you will enjoy the experience as you read the pages of our magazine.
Remember this is a fast-read digital publication to celebrate art and
value the talent, to know the other side of the story, one artist at a time.
Don't miss any of our issues, as Viewties goes on bringing you the latest
on film and television, introducing artists whose passion is to make you
feel something with their work and dedication that brings a project /
character to life requires. As I always say, If I can take something from
my job, I believe you will take something from it too. Enjoy the ride and
prepare your heart for being touched by our content.
Happy month!

Founding editor-in-chief
@vanmiraglia
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Perry Curties got hooked the first time he saw a picture appear through the
chemicals in a developing tray, this is what he reveals in conversation with us
about his first inkling to the art. Perry is a portrait & advertising
photographer/director specialising in the creation of stimulating visuals, using
photography to convey sincerity. His work has been published in magazines all
over the world and in entertainment campaigns for Netflix, Amazon Prime,
BBC, Channel 4, Empire Design, Pathé, Paramount & Universal.
As our conversation goes on, we chat about style, identity and the negative
aspects that might show up with the job. Perry opens up to talk about his work
ethic, giving us an insight into the magic behind his lens.

Photographer. Perry Curties
Words. Vanesa Miraglia
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V: Before we dig in, our readers would like to know a
little bit more about your backstory. Tell us about the
time you discovered photography, what was your start,
and why did you become a photographer?
PERRY: At school I was committed to the idea that
I would become a musician (I would have said ‘pop
star’) back then, but I thought I needed a backup
plan so I decided to make some quick and easy
money as an abstract modernist painter (like
Jackson Pollock). However, I wasn’t stupid enough
to think that I didn’t need a bit of training. So I
enrolled on a fine art foundation course at the age
of 16, a small element of that course included
photography and I was hooked the first time I saw
a picture appear through the chemicals in a
developing tray.
V: What’s the photography that represents your style
the most? The one you’re most proud of…
PERRY: The most recent shoot is probably always
the one I’m most proud of, until I do the next shoot.
But looking back, the work that stands out is not
necessarily the best visual end result, its often the
memory of something that happened behind the
scenes like inventing a little lighting trick or overcoming a huge technical challenge that makes me
proud of that image.
V: In terms of personal style and identity, how do you
stay unique to your vision and ideas when it comes to
expression and authenticity in your photographs?
PERRY: It’s very easy to be led away from 'your
vision’ or what you know is best when there are a
lot of outside opinions being thrown around on a
shoot, but I’m good a listening to other people’s
opinions, discussing what they would like, perhaps
testing it and then showing them how it looks if we
do it my way. Usually everyone prefers my way.

V: That leads to the next question, have you ever felt into
the negative aspects of this job, you know, comparison,
expectations and even insecurities. How do you deal with
these feelings, not letting your job get affected by them?
PERRY: When I first started out, the only time you
saw another photographer’s work (with their name on
it) was in a magazine, you rarely saw their personal
work and it was hard to know who was shooting
which advertising campaigns, so it was easy to work
within your own bubble. When the internet came
along and photographers put their portfolios online
that was the first chance, we had to really examine
each other’s work. It was exciting and also worrying to
see how good everyone was. Instagram has amplified
that feeling by 10’000 percent. It is impossible to avoid
comparing oneself against what we see online and I
think Instagram is damaging for professional photographers, shrinking everything down and making us
all marketeers rather than artists.
I try to remind myself that I’m just looking at marketing,
not art.
V: What is the piece of advice or a phrase that has been
important and helpful during your journey in your career?
PERRY: When I stopped being an assistant photographer someone told me the key was to work
really hard for 5 years, go absolutely flat-out and
focus entirely for that time. If you are a success
after those 5 years the rest of your career will take
care of itself. They were right.
V: You have shot some big names in the industry, so this
makes me curious, who had the biggest impact on your
career or left a lasting impression?
PERRY: I don’t kiss and tell!
But everyone I have ever worked with has had an
influence on my career and left a mark, some
mental, some physical!
I always take something positive from each interaction.

Gary Oldman
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Gerard Butler
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V: Do you study the person you’re going to shoot? What
helps you to connect with the other person, and how’s
the creative process behind your photography?
PERRY: When it comes to connection, the most
interesting thing I’ve realised is that the people
who look you in the eye when you first meet them
will be the ones who help you get a good picture.
The ones who avoid your eye when you shake
hands are going to be very difficult to work with.
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The success of the shoot all comes down to that
split second moment of the first meeting.
V: How do you know when something you create meets
your expectations? Do you put the vision in your mind
into the image, or do you improvise in the moment?
PERRY: I have a very clear plan for each shoot,
storyboards and references pinned to a wall to
keep me on track when I’m being asked 100
questions a minute, I only need to glace at a sketch
to remind me what I was thinking when I planned
the shoot and put me back on track.
But I’m also happy to adapt, if an accident happens
and it looks good and sends the shoot in a new
direction that’s fine, if it works - go with it.
V: When you’re about to photograph someone, what do
you hope to convey in your images?
PERRY: Sincerity.

V: Is there anyone in particular you would like to shoot
one day?
PERRY: I’ve heard Brad Pitt is a really good collaborator, I like shooting anyone who wants to be
add to the project and enjoys the process.
V: This last question is a little bit personal to me, as
my nationality is Argentinian; I like to ask the
people I interview what they know about the country,
you know, its art and culture. So, I was wondering,
have you ever seen or experienced any type of
art/culture from Argentina?
PERRY: I think I know quite a bit about Argentina,
but it is all overshadowed by Maradona's hand of
God. ; )
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